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Advanced nanoporous membranes with outstanding permeance and exceptional molecular-separation efficiency are highly desirable for key industrial applications for alleviating the worldwide environmental/energy crisis. Herein, an ultra-thin trinity coating (~33 nm) for unparalleled molecular separation is first built via covalent bond (CB)/coordination bond (COB) competitive reactions. The COBs generated among various polyphenols (PPhs), amino substances (ASs) and transition metal ions (TMIs) can limit Michael addition or Schiff base reactions for CB formation between PPhs and ASs during the mussel-inspired ternary coating process so as to elegantly engineer the trinity coating architecture on the porous substrate with ultra-thin thickness, excellent structural integration, high hydrophilicity and outstanding smoothness. Our molecular separation nanoporous membrane demonstrates ultra-high permeance (114 L m⁻² h⁻¹ bar⁻¹ for Bromothymol Blue (BTB) and 104 L m⁻² h⁻¹ bar⁻¹ for Congo Red (CRI)) with complete rejection, which is much superior to that of state-of-the-art membranes and can realize the lower energy consumption of the membrane separation process. The CB/COB competitive reactions drastically enhanced the permeance of the trinity coated membrane by 533%, 238%, and 93% compared to that of the unary (pDA) and binary (pDA/PEI or pDA/Co²⁺) coated membranes. Meanwhile, the novel membrane with the perfectly tuned architecture by CB/COB competitive reactions possesses extraordinary dye/salt selectivity, tremendous acid/alkali–base stability and excellent anti-pollution capacity simultaneously. The new strategy for building an outstanding trinity coating via competitive reactions can pave a realistic way for fabricating unparalleled next-generation separation membranes.

Introduction

Membrane-based separation is growing in importance in liquid/gas purification and high-value substance recycling compared with traditional energy-intensive processes. Although membrane separation can consume just 25% more than the minimum energy defined by thermodynamics, which is much less than that of traditional separation techniques like distillation (50 times more energy consumption than the thermodynamic limit), the limited flow rate requiring costly large plants hinders its widespread advanced application. Highly permeable membranes with excellent selectivity are desirable for large-scale separation processes considering the footprint in the stipulated time frame and much less energy being required at lower operating pressure, which can greatly alleviate the global water scarcity affecting ~4 billion people.13–12 Highly permeable nanoporous membranes, especially for energetically efficient molecular-scale separations, require a precise selective layer for fast mass transportation and a suitable membrane–fluid interface. Therefore, a facile and versatile strategy for thin-film engineering is of particular interest to membrane scientists due to the selective-layer thickness down to the nanometer scale promoting transportation with less energy consumption.

Recent years have witnessed a rapidly growing interest in the formation of ultrathin membranes for energetically efficient molecular separations.15–17 Although interfacial polymerization has been conducted with the aid of electro-spraying or sacrificial cadmium hydroxide nanostrands for ultrathin selective layer (nanofilm) fabrication, the environmental issues and process complexity of currently available methods greatly hinder their practical application.18 Graphene-based materials can be simply filtered to form ultrathin membranes, achieving a pure water flux of 21.8 L m⁻² h⁻¹ bar⁻¹ for dye molecule separations.19 In fact, the stability of graphene-based ultrathin membranes is still a major issue because the hydrogen bonds between 2D layers for membrane formation can be readily deteriorated during aqueous environmental operation. In addition, the reliable performance of such ultrathin membranes prepared using 2D materials should be further improved and verified. Therefore, simplicity and compatibility
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with large-scale production are the most important considerations for ultrathin membrane fabrication, for which surface coating seems the most viable method.\textsuperscript{29} In addition, membrane stability should mainly be focused on because a small interference in the thin selective layer down to the nano scale may induce a huge “butterfly effect” on membrane performance when designing the nano-scale coating for thin-film engineering.

Phenolic compounds, more than 8000 kinds, are widely distributed in nature and constitute a major class of phytochemicals.\textsuperscript{21–24} Currently, polyphenol-based surface coating as a simple, versatile, and tunable method to form a 100–1000 nm thick film has been developed for various applications such as drug release, anti-corrosion, and membrane separation, which demonstrates improved water permeance and selectivity.\textsuperscript{25–26} However, there still remains a trade-off relationship between the selective layer thickness and the nanofiltration performance of membranes derived from phenolic compounds. Mussel-inspired unary polyphenol coating generates nanoporous membranes with thick selective layers and high mass transfer resistance because a longer coating time is required to avoid defects and poor separation performance due to polyphenol self-polymerization characteristics. Although binary polyphenol coating was utilized for a shorter coating time and tuned selective layers,\textsuperscript{27,32,33} these membranes still demonstrate ordinary permeance due to the thick selective layer formed by the additional crosslinkers (polyphenols/amino substances) or have serious stability issues (polyphenols/metal ions) due to the lack of structural integrity. Therefore, it is still a great challenge to construct ultra-thin, defect-free, stable and fouling-resistant membranes for precise molecular separation.

Herein, inspired by the competition-driven evolution in nature such as for organismal complexity expansion,\textsuperscript{37–39} the covalent bond (CB) and coordination bond (COB) competitive reactions among polyphenols (PPhs), amino substances (ASs) and transition metal ions (TMIs) were conceived to construct an exceptional ultra-thin trinity coating on a polyacrylonitrile (PAN-H) support membrane (Fig. 1 and S1†). Such CB/COB competitive reactions during the ternary coating procedures can elegantly engineer a nanoporous membrane architecture to build a homogeneously ultra-thin (33 nm-thick) trinity coating, achieving ultrahigh permeance, excellent dye sieving ability, excellent anti-fouling ability and tremendous acid/alkali–base stability simultaneously. Systematic physicochemical characterization revealed the formation mechanism of the competitive reaction built coating, underlying the great performance enhancement of our novel membranes. Most importantly, the new strategy driven by competitive reactions can be adapted to industrial processes for next-generation membranes, realizing exceptional energetically efficient molecular separation towards sustainable environmental/energy remediation.

Results and discussion

The first-row transition metal ions with empty d-orbitals were mainly investigated for coupling with polyphenols and amino substances for building the trinity coating because such metal elements can accept electrons by hybridized orbitals to achieve a steady state of 16 or 18 electrons for stronger coordination bond (COB) formation. Co\textsuperscript{2+}, dopamine and multi-arylamino polyethylenimine (PEI) were tentatively used as a typical ternary coating system for CB/COB competitive reactions to generate the exceptional trinity coating. According to Fig. 2a, the ternary coated membrane demonstrates a several fold increase in water permeance along with higher dye rejection compared with unary and binary coated membranes. It should be noted that such extraordinary permeance achieved by our membrane with trinity coating is \textasciitilde10 times higher than that of
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Fig. 1 The scheme of the fabrication process of the ultrathin trinity coating via CB/COB competitive reactions.
commercial membranes and much higher than that of state-of-the-art membranes with similar dye rejection.

Various membranes with the unary, binary and ternary coatings were prepared to explore the architectural features which can greatly affect membrane separation performance. The TEM results illustrated (Fig. 2b) that the unary (pDA) and binary (pDA/PEI) coated layers have thicknesses of 167 nm and 225 nm, respectively. Correspondingly, numerous nanostructured papillae were present on the surface of the pDA and pDA/PEI coated membranes with relatively higher roughness (Fig. S2 and S3†). Dopamine (DA) oligomers can form pDA aggregates via non-covalent interactions, which were responsible for the highest roughness of the pDA coated membrane.45–48 By introducing PEI into the pDA coating system, DA monomers can react with PEI (chains) via Michael addition or Schiff base reactions to construct a much thicker coating layer although the smoothness of the coating can be improved. Interestingly, greatly decreased thicknesses along with much smoother surfaces were observed in the pDA/Co²⁺ and pDA/PEI/Co²⁺ membranes. This was mainly because the coordination bonds during the coating can effectively interrupt the DA non-covalent interactions so as to limit pDA aggregate formation. In particular, the ternary coated membrane possessed the lowest thickness of ~33 nm and the lowest roughness of $R_a = 1.64$ nm (Fig. S3†), attributed to the CB/COB competitive reactions during pDA/PEI/Co²⁺ ternary coating. In addition, the ternary coated membrane possessed enhanced hydrophilicity compared to the unary (pDA) coated membranes or the binary coated membranes regulated only by covalent bonds (pDA/PEI) or coordination bonds (pDA/Co²⁺) (Fig. 2c), which can be beneficial for water permeation and anti-fouling performance. Therefore, the ultrathin/hydrophilic trinity coating formed by CB/COB competitive reactions demonstrates an ultrahigh permeance of 114 L m⁻² h⁻¹ bar⁻¹ with the complete rejection (~100%) of BTB (Fig. 2a). It should be noted that pDA/Co²⁺ has a much lower BTB rejection (40%) and less permeance (59 L m⁻² h⁻¹ bar⁻¹) although the pDA/Co²⁺ coated layer has comparable thickness and smoothness. The CB/COB competitive reactions drastically enhanced the permeance of the coated membrane by 533%, 238%, and 93% compared to the unary (pDA) and binary (pDA/PEI or pDA/Co²⁺) coated membranes, and increased BTB rejection simultaneously. Furthermore, the pore size distributions (Fig. 2d) of various membranes were examined, which can confirm the unique advantages of our ultra-thin trinity coating because the ternary coated membrane had an optimized pore size distribution with smaller pore size for precise separations and wide distribution for higher permeance. The zeta potential results (Fig. 2e and S4†) indicated all coated membranes may have better rejection to anionic dyes. Due to PEI’s ability to interact with dopamine (via CBs) and metal ions (via COBs), the existence of PEI can regulate the competitive reactions of the coating system.49–52 As shown in Fig. 3a, with the PEI concentration increasing from 0.2 wt% to 0.6 wt% in the ternary coating system, the BTB separation performance was significantly improved. This result was attributed to the fact that more PEI molecules were deposited on the substrate surface (N content increasing from 17.92% to 20.13% as shown in Table S1†) with a higher PEI concentration through the strong covalent reaction with pDA and the coordination reaction with Co²⁺, leading to a membrane with fewer defects for precise molecular sieving. Simultaneously, the membranes were endowed with higher hydrophilicity when increasing the PEI content, beneficial for the permeance and anti-fouling performance (Fig. S5†).53–55 However, when further
increasing the PEI content to 0.8 wt%, the excessive monomer might siege around the other monomers and react with dopamine or Co²⁺ to form oligomers rather than polymers, which can diffuse into the pores of the selective layer resulting in the decline of permeance. Meanwhile, although increasing the PEI content can greatly reduce the defects of the trinit coating which is beneficial for higher rejection, the coating layer thickness would increase so as to boost the mass transfer resistance, resulting in a continuous decrease in permeance. Therefore, the optimum PEI concentration was fixed at 0.6 wt% for optimized dye rejection and permeance. Furthermore, the optimum ternary coating time was 6 h as shown in Fig. S6 and S7.

In order to gain in-depth insight into the CB/COB competitive reaction effect, diverse TMIs (Fe³⁺, Co²⁺, Ni²⁺, and Cu²⁺) were also introduced into the ternary coating system. It should be noted that we chose Fe³⁺ instead of Fe²⁺ in the first-flow transitional series owing to the instability of Fe²⁺. Based on the Irving and Williams rule the ionization potential and stability increase when the ionic radius decreases gradually. Therefore, the coordination capacity order of TMIs is Fe³⁺ > Co²⁺ > Ni²⁺ > Cu²⁺. For the dopamine involved ternary coating system, the special active phenolic hydroxyl and amino groups can not only form special COBs with the TMI, but also generate imide bonds during the polymerization process which also create stable COBs with TMI. Dopamine polymerization following the mechanism of radical polymerization requires oxidants. Therefore, Fe³⁺, Ni²⁺ and Cu²⁺ as active catalysts can accelerate the polymerization of dopamine. Moreover, the addition of polyamines (PEI) can react with dopamine to form CB by Michael addition and Schiff base reaction. At the same time, PEI reacts with TMIs to form COBs. Thus, the formation process of COBs in such a ternary coating system is very interesting. To explain the conceivable mechanism of trinity coating formation, ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy was utilized to characterize various coated membranes. Fig. 3b shows the UV-vis absorbance spectra of the pDA/PEI/TMI solution at 320 nm and 412 nm. The absorption peak at around 320 nm was associated with the formation of a Schiff base structure (C=C–C=N) from the pDA/PEI complex and the oxidation of dopamine, while the absorption peak at around 412 nm was attributed to the polymerization of dopamine (C=C=C=O). For the Fe³⁺, Ni²⁺ and Cu²⁺ ternary coating systems, the absorbance at 412 nm was obviously higher than that of pDA/PEI and other pDA/PEI/TMI coating systems. Fe³⁺, Ni²⁺ and Cu²⁺ are able to produce reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the solution, which can help to break through the oxygen diffusion gradient and boost dopamine oxidation. 58,59 To further verify the catalytic effect, Fe³⁺, Ni²⁺ or Cu²⁺ ions were added into the pDA/PEI solution after polymerization for 4 h. Obviously, for Ni²⁺ and Cu²⁺, the polymerization process was accelerated (Fig. S8†) and much thicker separating layers (>200 nm) were
formed (Fig. S9†), which result in low permeance (18 L m⁻² h⁻¹ bar⁻¹ for pDA/PEI/Ni²⁺ and 56 L m⁻² h⁻¹ bar⁻¹ for pDA/PEI/Cu²⁺) due to the large mass transfer resistance (Fig. 3c).

Different from that of Ni²⁺ and Cu²⁺, the powerful coordination ability of Fe³⁺ with both PEI and dopamine can limit Michael addition or Schiff base reactions between dopamine and PEI, resulting in an ultra-thin selective layer (62 nm for pDA/PEI/Fe³⁺) with the aid of strong COBs. This can be evidenced by the high absorbance at 298 nm which was attributed to the un-polymerized dopamine and its oxidation products (5,6-dihydroxyindole and pDA oligomers). Fe³⁺ has very weak catalytic ability but asimilar coordination ability to Fe⁵⁺, which forms the thinnest pDA/PEI/Co²⁺ trinity coating of ~33 nm. Therefore, the CB/COB competitive reactions during pDA/PEI/Co²⁺ ternary coating can well manipulate the coating structure, resulting in ultra-high permeance (114 L m⁻² h⁻¹ bar⁻¹ for BTB and 104 L m⁻² h⁻¹ bar⁻¹ for CR) and excellent dye rejection (~100%). In fact, the performance of our ternary coated membrane is unparalleled compared to state-of-the-art membranes for molecular separations (Fig. 3d and Table S2†). Furthermore, XPS and FTIR spectroscopy results confirmed the successful trinity coating (Fig. S10, S11 and Table S3†). The relative composition (ratio) of dopamine: AS unit: TMI was also given for the ternary coated membrane. EDX analysis clearly demonstrated the uniform dispersion of metal ions and provided proof of the homogeneous coating as Fig. 3e and S13† show.

Most importantly, the ternary coating strategy via CB/COB competitive reactions can be extended to diverse polyphenols and amino substances besides various transition metal ions for building advanced trinity coatings. For example, gallic acid (GA) and tannic acid (TA) can also react with ASs to form CBs through Michael addition and Schiff base reactions due to their dopamine-like catechins. However, because of their different structural characteristics compared with those of dopamine, the elaborated membrane structures were different. The reaction of dopamine and PEI can form a large cross-linking network on the membrane surface because dopamine can aggregate to form large polymer chains. Compared with dopamine, there were more functional groups in GA (three phenolic hydroxyl groups and one carboxy group) that could react with PEI for introducing more PEI into the trinity coatings. During this process, GA was mainly involved in the formation of oligomers, which could react with PEI to form a dense network structure, resulting in an increased thickness of the selective layer of the membrane. It endowed the functional coatings with low permeance (<100 L m⁻² h⁻¹ bar⁻¹). Moreover, because TA has a certain acidity and has more phenolic hydroxyl groups, a large number of protons will be released when adding it into the solutions containing PEI, resulting in plenty of flocculants being formed, which might block the pores of the TA/PEI selective layer so as to decrease the membrane permeance. The addition of Co²⁺ reduced the formation of flocculants in the reaction due to the formation of COBs and made the membrane possess ultra-thin thickness (Fig. S14–S17†). As shown in Fig. 3f, adding Co²⁺ into GA/PEI or TA/PEI increased the membrane permeance by 951% and 331% while the retention rate remained unchanged. The superior nanofiltration performance of ternary coated membranes with different ASs was also verified (Fig. 3g and S18–S24†).

Fig. 4a demonstrates the performance of the pDA/PEI/Co²⁺ ternary coated membrane for various dyes. The permeances of CR, RB, MB, BTB and CV were 104 L m⁻² h⁻¹ bar⁻¹, 21 L m⁻² h⁻¹ bar⁻¹, 37 L m⁻² h⁻¹ bar⁻¹, 114 L m⁻² h⁻¹ bar⁻¹ and 121 L m⁻² h⁻¹ bar⁻¹, respectively. During nanofiltration of dye solutions, organic dye molecules used in the testing process will inevitably be adsorbed to some degree, but the process was relatively fast, only occurring in the initial period. Furthermore, quantitative adsorption tests of dyes on the ternary coated membrane were performed. After 30 min (Fig. S25†), the dye adsorption capacity remained stable, indicating that the dye adsorption had reached saturation. There was almost no adsorption of neutral BTB. The ultraviolet-visible absorption spectra of the feed and filtrate after 3 h were obtained, which proved that the nanofiltration membrane itself exhibited good separation performance not the adsorption (Fig. S26†). Excellent solute rejections of ternary coated membranes, attributed to both the Donnan effect and size exclusion effect, were demonstrated, which follow the order of CR (1.43 × 2.20 nm) = RB (1.54 × 1.20 nm) = MB (1.62 × 2.03 nm) = BTB (1.26 × 1.09 nm) (100%) > CV (1.31 × 1.31 nm) (70%). The fast adsorption in the initial period might influence the nanofiltration performance. CV, RB and MB underwent relatively higher adsorption than CR and BTB but they still belongs to the separation membrane. The membrane pores might be blocked, leading to low permeance and high rejection for RB and MB with a larger size and negative charge. The difference was that CV showed lower rejection and high permeance due to its small size and positive charge. In addition, the neutral dye BTB underwent almost no adsorption with the molecular size being larger than the membrane pore size, which accounted for high permeance and rejection. In general, the pore size of the membrane should be appropriately manipulated to alleviate the influence of the electrostatic attraction between the organic dyes and membrane surface for sufficient dye rejection. Due to the above reasons, we employed the neutral dye BTB to study the separation performance of the membrane. A long-term test up to 70 h illustrated the excellent stability of our ternary coated membrane (Fig. 4b). Meanwhile, the triinity coated nanofilm showed very low rejection for both monovalent and multivalent salts (18.1% for MgCl₂, 15.2% for MgSO₄, 13.3% for Na₂SO₄, and 4.0% for NaCl) (Fig. 4c).

These results indicated that the ternary coated membrane exhibited typical separation behavior of loose-NF membranes with high dye rejection and low salt rejection because the membrane nanopore size was tuned delicately between the size of organic molecules and salt ions (Fig. 2d). In the context of resource conservation and sustainable development, membranes capable of fractionating salts and small organic molecules are essential for many applications. In fact, the membrane exhibited good selectivity for the separation of dyes from dye/salty water with an ultra-high permeability even at elevated salt concentrations (up to 3000 ppm) (Fig. 4d).

The fouling behavior of our ternary coated membrane was also investigated and the results showed the flux recovery ratio (FRR) of BSA and HA for the cycling test was excellent under the conditions of complete dye rejection. 
The excellent resistance towards hydrophobic biomolecules was due to the hydrophilic nature of the negatively charged ternary coated membrane, which can reduce the hydrophobic interaction between the hydrophobic BSA/HA molecule and the membrane coated surface and enhance the membrane anti-fouling ability. The membrane structural stability is more important for practical applications. The concentration of TMIs in the filtrate was determined by Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS). No ions were detected (Table S5†). This demonstrated that secondary pollution of water will not be caused by the novel membrane. Besides, we also treated the membrane with an acid and an alkali for 24 h and no obvious change in nanofiltration performance was observed (Fig. 4f). The surface states of the pDA/PEI/Co\textsuperscript{2+} membrane were further measured by SEM, AFM and XPS after acid/alkali-base treatment (Fig. 4g–j and Table S6†). The surface structure and element content of the membrane were maintained before and after treatment too. These results strongly proved the excellent acid/alkali stability of our ternary coated membrane manipulated by the CB/COB competitive reaction.

Conclusions

In summary, covalent bond (CB)/coordination bond (COB) competitive reactions as a universal toolbox were utilized to modulate the coating architecture during ternary coating on porous substrates for constructing unparalleled energetically efficient molecular separation membranes. The ternary coated membrane possessed an ultra-thin layer, higher hydrophilicity and better surface smoothness, validating the ultra-high permeance, excellent dye/salt selectivity, tremendous acid/alkali stability and excellent anti-fouling ability. This work can facilitate the rapid development of next-generation molecular separation membranes via rational coating reaction design, and the new ternary coating strategy can also be applied to build a novel coating layer with controlled properties for diverse applications such as drug delivery and anti-corrosion.
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Fig. 4 (a) The different dye separation performances; (b) the time-dependent permeance; (c) the different salt separation performances; (d) the separation performance of dyes from dye/salty water; (e) normalized flux during the antifouling test (1 g L\textsuperscript{-1} BSA and 1 g L\textsuperscript{-1} HA); (f) effect of acidic and alkaline treatment on the performance of the pDA/PEI/Co\textsuperscript{2+} coated membrane; (g) SEM and AFM images after NaOH (0.05 M) (g and i) and HCl (0.05 M) (h and j) treatment for the pDA/PEI/Co\textsuperscript{2+} ternary coated membrane.


